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ABSTRACT
The United States Defense system developed a system known as SQC to manage the complex
weapon system & to handle the distributed defense contractors. General Mc Arthur who was the
Governor General of JAPAN at that time imported some of the U.S. Pioneers of SQC to help train
their counterparts in JAPAN.United States Companies slowly realized that to attain the desired
Quality level two things are necessary one should be able to measure the quality level i.e. it should be
Quantifiable & Measurable. Motorola pioneered the Use of Six Sigma, Bill Smith of Motorola is
regarded as the Father of Six Sigma. The purpose of the research is to reduce the rejection of tube
found in the component of the Assembly assembled at vendor end and transporting to LG Electronics
India Private limited. The assembly (i.e. Evaporator In) of the split sir conditioner which was used in
indoor side was found leakage at the customer end due to tube dimension variations. For the problem
observed, we had used the Six Sigma approach to eliminate the root cause of the problem. The
methology used in Six Sigma Project is DMAIC (Define–Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control). With
this methology, the existing process used at vendor end & Line Quality Control issue reduced in LG.
The LQC PPM was considered as the most important parameter for the research work. The other
factors contributing to the most important factor are flaring diameter, flaring angle & flaring torque.
With the six sigma approach, we had achieved the 92.62% of the reduction in leakage as we have the
target of 100%.
Keywords: DMAIC, Line Quality Control, Part Per Million, Six Sigma.
1.

INTRODUCTION

LG Electronics was originally established in 1958 as GoldStar, producing radios, TVs,
refrigerators, washing machines, and air conditioners. The LG Group was formed through the merger
of two Korean companies, Lucky and GoldStar, from which the abbreviation of LG was derived. The
Home Appliances division provides refrigerators, washing machines, microwave ovens, cleaners,
compressors, motors, Air Conditioners. This paper deals with the air-conditioning defects occurs at
different stages in manufacturing.
The purpose of the research paper is to reduce the cracks found in the component to be
assembled at ancillary unit and supply to main company. The assembly (i.e. Evaporator In) of the split
air conditioner which was used in indoor side was also found leakage at the customer end and in. For
the problem observed, we had used the Six Sigma approach to eliminate the Root cause of the
Problem.
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1.1

Six Sigma
The term Six Sigma originated from terminology associated with manufacturing, specifically terms
associated with statistical modelling of manufacturing processes. The maturity of a manufacturing
process can be described by a sigma rating indicating its yield, or the percentage of defect-free
products it creates. A six sigma process is one in which 99.99966% of the products manufactured are
statistically expected to be free of defects (3.4 defects per million). Motorola set a goal of "Six Sigma"
for all of its manufacturing operations, and this goal became a byword for the management and
engineering practices used to achieve it.

1.2

Method of Six Sigma
Six Sigma projects follow two project methodologies. These methodologies composed of five phases
each, DMAIC and DMADV [1].

1.2.1 DMAIC
The DMAIC project methodology has five phases; Define the problem, the voice of the customer, and
the project goals, specifically. Measure key aspects of the current process and collect relevant data.
Analyze the data to investigate and verify cause-and-effect relationships. Determine what the
relationships are, and attempt to ensure that all factors have been considered. Seek out root cause of
the defect under investigation. Improve or optimize the current process based upon data analysis using
techniques such as design of experiments, Factorial Design & Response Surface Methodology. Set up
pilot runs to establish process capability. Control the future state process to ensure that any deviations
from target are corrected before they result in defects. Implement control systems such as statistical
process control, production boards, visual workplaces, and continuously monitor the process.

1.2.2 DMADV
The DMADV project methodology has also five phases; Define design goals that are consistent with
customer demands and the enterprise strategy. Measure and identify CTQs (characteristics that
are Critical To Quality), product capabilities, production process capability, and risks. Analyze to
develop and design alternatives, create a high-level design and evaluate design capability to select the
best design. Design details, optimize the design, and plan for design verification. This phase may
require simulations. Verify the design, set up pilot runs, implement the production process and hand it
over to the process owner(s).
2. NEED OF THE STUDY
The room air conditioner is the premium product of home appliance division of LG. So if some failure
occurs in the product, it will affect the customer. The customer satisfaction is the key point in any of
the manufacturing industry. The market share also is the part of the product to be sold in the market
demand. The product has its own importance of behaviour which will satisfy the customer
requirement. Considering all observation in mind, this project paper was selected. A small component
(i.e. Tube) used in the assembly can affect the performance & overall satisfaction to the end customer.
3.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The study aims in identifying what all factors present in the evaporator in assembly that
effectively persuades the target customer and at what level it persuades the customer who will
purchase the LG Air conditioner. The Variables used in the study are:
Independent variables:
The Independent factors identified for the purpose of the project are as follows:
• Flaring Angle of the tube.
• Flaring Diameter of the tube.
• Flaring Torque of the tube.
Dependent Variable
• Part Per Million(PPM)
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4.

RESEARCH ANALYSIS
This research project paper deal with problem arises in the assembly of the air
conditioner of capacity one ton. The problem identification is the most difficult task in this
project. The problem identified at Line Quality Control observation as there is leakage found
in the most of the Evaporator in Assembly. The LQC had multiple issues in which, leakage
issue contributes more because of the High PPM observed on AC line.
As we find the problem, we have done the root cause analysis and the various
techniques like process Flow Chart, Brain Storming, 5 why Analysis, Pay Off matrix. After
dealing with different problems, we need to eliminate the problem by using DMAIC
Methology which provides the framework to identify, quantify and eliminate sources of
variation in an operational process in question, to optimize the operation variables, improve
and sustain performance viz. process yield with well-executed control plans.

Fig. 1. Detail methods of Research methology.
On the other side, this project paper comprises to the vendor end also. The manual
observation reading of the tube was measured at vendor end i.e. JPAN Tabular who is the ancillary
unit of LG Electronics India Pvt Ltd which supply all tubing component. The tool used for various
independent variable factors affect the performance of the assembly. Basically one major issue was
observed was the flaring tool used for flaring, the old flaring tool need to be replaced with the new
tool because of the dimension error observed during measurement which was not as per the standard
specifications.
The registration sheet of the Six Sigma Project for the Green Belt in LG Electronics India
Private Limited is shown in Fig. 2. The fig deals with Six sigma sheet comprises of the various phases
and the theme with the project need. The project members consist with two department which include
procurement and quality. The target index was also mentioned in terms of PPM. As bottlenecks was
also observed with the various steps. The project major impact was also mentioned i.e. Quality
improvement. The detail implementation of the tool used for the different phases are given below.
Each phase had its own importance which contributes to reduce the rejection in the tube form. The
various tools are also used with different phases in order for better understanding of this project
research paper.
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4.2
Define Phase
In Define Phase, we had identified the Problem and the data collection related to that
problem. This project registration process was also carried out in this phase. The various tool
are discussed below

Fig. 2. Project registration Sheet for Six Sigma
4.2.1 Process mapping
Process mapping is used to document process to examine part and information flow. It is a
key tool in identifying opportunities ffor improvement. The below Fig.3.show the
he process
chart for this research project paper.
paper

Fig. 3. Process chart for Process Mapping

4.2.2 Pareto chart
It is the type of bar chart in which the horizontal axis represents categories of interest, rather
than a continuous scale. The categories
tegories are often "defects." By ordering the bars from largest
to smallest, a Pareto chart [2] can help you determine which of the defects comprise the "vital
few" and which the “trivial many”. A cumulative percentage line helps you judge the added
contribution of each category.. The Fig. 4. will show the various defect with percent
contribution. The tube leakage in flaring nut discharge shows maximum leakages. In these
project top 10 defects was taken from the LQC issue, so that it was easy to identify the
maximum failure rate of issue.
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Fig. 4. Pareto chart for defect
4.2.3 5 Why Analysis
Five why analysis is done to determine the root cause of the Problem. It is a kind of
brainstorming to reach the root cause of the Problem. It is observed that by the time you
arrive at the 5th why the solution of the problem
p
is with you.
Why 1: Gas leakage
eakage found in Tube Assembly, Evaporator (In) at pinch off end.
Why 2: While evacuation, the pull
ull force required for clearing of unwanted particle inside the
Assembly.
Why 3: The tube of the Assembly need to be dust free.
Why 4:: The Pulling pressure was more so it was pulled out.
Why 5: Tube relates with Flaring Angle, diameter & torque was found less as compared to
standard specification.
4.2.4

Brainstorming & Pay off matrix

It is discussion among the process expert.
expert. The basic rule of brainstorming is
no ideas are criticized. The employees from the various departments are gathered and discuss
about the topic for getting the solution
s
for the problem arised. At the same time, we are
considering what is factor which results in the cost impact and what the effect on the Output
is. The Fig. 6 shows the various persons associated and improvement methods for a specific
issue need to be resolved.As
As we are need to reduce the rejection .i.e. Final Improvement
activity is given by
Y=f (Flaring angle, Flaring Diameter, Flaring Torque)

4.2.5

4 Block Diagram

The 4 Block diagram was shown in Fig.5 was the ideal case
ase and the reading of
all the process
rocess capability and the process control is not good.
good With the process technology
t
also, it was very poor. So, we have to improve the process variation
variation so as to red
reduce the crack
found in Tube. As per the measure phase, we need to develop the process control & process
technology to be the world class for our product.
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Fig. 5. 4-Block diagram With Interpretation

Fig. 6. Brainstorming & Pay off matrix
4.3

Measure Phase

In measure phase [3], we had measured the various reading relate to independent variable.
After measuring all the measured reading we had checked the probability of the individual
variable. Then we move further to calculate the Process Capability (Potential capability (Zst)
& Overall Capability (Zlt)) of the Individual variable. The Minitab 16.0 software was used to
calculate the output in the form of graph & chart.
The following data was measure at the vendor end which correlates the independent
variables. The fig .7. Shows the probability Plot of flaring angle with measured data.
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Fig. 7. Probability Plot of flaring angle.
As given in the fig.8. The Process Capability (within & overall) is shown before (i.e.
rejections of tube form are more). The Zshift was coming to zero as per the data reading. As
per the 4 Block Diagram, difference between the Zst & Zlt is out of Specification, so we have
to improve the Process Variation.

Fig.8.Process Capability Analysis for Flaring angle Variation
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“L”
“D

Fig 9.
9 Tube in Evaporator In Assembly

Flare Nut with Tube
Evaporator In Assembly

Fig. 10. Evaporator In Assembly with Flare
Flare Nut attached with Tube in ssplit air
conditioner.
Fig. 9 & 10 will provide the detail views of this research paper in context with all the methology used
in Six Sigma approach to reduce rejections in tube.In
tube next we are the next independent variable i.e.
Flaring Diameter variation. Fig. 11 shows the probability plot for the Flaring diameter variation.

Fig. 11.. Probability Plot for Flaring Diameter Variation
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The fig.12. Shows the all readings are out of specification, so we have to improve the
Process variation. The USL & LSL are the limit for the data as per the standard required.

Fig. 12. Process capability for the flaring data variations.
The independent factor i.e. Flaring torque are not considered for further calculation part
because its torque reading are within the standard limit. So for next Analyse Phase, we are
focussing on the two important factor i.e. Flaring Diameter & Flaring Angle.
4.4

Analyse Phase

The main aim of the analyze phase is to
a)
To List down all the Possible factors through Brainstorming
b)
Pick out the Vital few Potential Factors out of Trivial Many.
c)
Statistical verification of Potential Factors by means of various type of Tests.
d)
Ascertaining whether we have considered all factors & nothing is Left Out.
As far as project research paper is concerned, Fish Bone diagram (4M Diagram-Man,
Machine, Material, and Method.) is prepared and shown in Fig.13 which is used to list down
all possible factors responsible for Major Problem.
The Symptom or result is put under the Triangle on the Right. Right marks at the end of the
Large Bones are main groups in which ideas are classified. The Bold Letter consists of Four
Ms - Man, Method, and Machine & Material. The Middle Bones indicates the direction of
path from cause to effect.
As in the analyze phase, the same independent variable was considered with changed in the
data reading observed. The reason behind that the Flaring Tool was developed as per the
specification and the reading was carried out on the improved samples of the Tube, Form
used in One Ton split Air conditioner.
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Fig. 13.Fish Bone diagram for Tube Form.

The Flaring Angle variation in measured data with improved samples as shown in Fig. 14
which shows the probability of the Flaring angle of tube form.

Fig. 14 Probability Plot for Flaring Angle variation
The process capability for flaring angle which shows that all the dimension are within the
USL and LSL of the measured data for the tube form which is shown in Fig. 15. With change
in the process technology, the result was good and we had improved the Process variation and
moving to the World Class product.
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Fig. 15. Process Capability for Flaring Angle Data Variation.

The next independent variable is Flaring diameter of tube form which shown in Fig. 16
which indicates that the measure data is normal and that data can be further proceed for the
process capability analysis which is shown in Fig.16.

Fig. 16. Data with Probability Plot for flaring diameter.
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As per the graph, the Zshift value is equal to the Zst because we are considering for short
term Study. So with this change we are in the range of Good process control with poor
Technology.The various step involve in Analyze phase related to project are:
1) Normality test 2) Variance Test 3) Mean Testing
In the Analyze phase, before going for any test, First step is to check the Normality of the
data. If the P value >0.05, then data is Normal.

Fig. 17. Process capability for flaring diameter.
Second step is Variance Testing; 1) Two variance test 2) Test for equal variance. In this project
research paper, the data measured is continuous, so the method used in the analyse phase is 2 sample
T test followed by the 2 variance test.
Now with optimum combination of the improved samples reading taken and the defect count
was considered from the crack observed in number of Evaporator In Assembly. So need to go for the
Normality & variance testing at 30 degree & 45 degree as shown in Fig. 18.

Fig. 18. Normality & Variance testing with Box & Interval Plot.
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Fig.19.2- Sample T Testing for the Flaring Angle.
It was observed from the Minitab Output that the value of P is less than 0.05, so Flaring
Angle is a factor. The Box & Interval Plot also describes that at 30 degree angle, defect was
more as compared to 45 degree. (Fig. 19).
4.5
Improve Phase
The Aim of the Improve Phase [4] is to
a)
Selecting the best combination as per the desired response.
List down all the important steps in planning an experiment & conducting the
b)
experiment by choosing the different levels of the factors.
c)
Making CTQ’s & CTP’s after confirming the Optimum Condition.
In the fig.19, the responses from the various plot are plotted with the help of DOE (Design Of
Experiments) [6] and Full Factorial experiment in the Minitab software. At flaring angle=450
and Flaring Diameter=8.9mm, the responses will minimum.
As we are in measure phase, we had discussed the flaring tool modification. The
flaring tool gives the wrong reading of the tube which was not as per the standards. With the
change in the flaring tool, it results in the proper dimension of flaring diameter & flaring
angle.
The Flaring tool modification in shown in the Fig. 20. It was observed that flaring
angle in tube i.e. 30o (before) was affecting more number of rejection where as in 45o (after)
of flaring angle reject are less but we are near to achieve the Six Sigma approach.
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Fig. 20. Factorial Plot for Flaring Diameter & Flaring Angle.

Fig 21. Flaring Tool Modification
After the flaring tool modification, the angle and the diameter are the two parameters which
will contribute to the rejection of the tube form. As per the Fig. 22, the diameter of the tube
before the tool modification is 8.3mm whereas the diameter of the tube after the tool
modification is 8.9mm as per the standards.
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Fig. 22. Measured Flaring Diameter
4.6
Control Phase
The main aims of the control phase [5] are
a)
Provides structured closure of projects and re-allocation of resources
b)
Provides systematic changes to ensure the process continues in a new path of optimization. It transfers
sustainability of the improvement to the appropriate members of the advocacy team.
c)
Provides communication of new procedures and systems to process owners
d)
Ensures that the new process conditions are documented and monitored.
A Control chart is a graphical display of measurements (usually aggregated in the form of means or other
statistics) of an Industrial Process through time.

In the fig 23. The next three month data was observed in combination with the production of the Evaporator in
Assembly on AC line, Defect found while assembling and PPM also.
As seen from the control chart [7], the process is in control and there is no special cause observed, we had
achieved the Xbar=198 PPM. So that it will improve the gas leakage area.

Fig. 23 Xbar-R Chart of PPM of the Flaring Tube crack.
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4.CONCLUSION
The following are the findings that we have derived from the project research paper:1) The data analysis was very critical in the Minitab 16 required for the graphical
observation and it required training to operate.
2) The reduction of the crack in the tube in the Evaporator In Assembly was also
achieved and we are continuously monitoring through the LQC.
3) The project research work was completed with 8month of duration in which last 4
month are the continuous analyzing of gas leak data at LQC. This results the
output of the Six Sigma Achievement.
4) The continuous samples inspection of the tube at the vendor site is difficult,
because of the production capacity constraint.
5) The leakage testing was done on the sampling basis because of the manual process
used
6) The process was very critical of fixing the tube in Evaporator In assembly, so it
requires more time for production.
7) The stroke length and the fixture constraints in the flaring tool may be considered
for further analysis
8) This project research paper can be considered as the master data for the small
project solving.
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Fig. 24 Closure report for the Six Sigma Completed.
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